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…building a generation of innovators, 
working together for a better future.
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by Jumoke Ogundare
Foreword

“

“

I am delighted to welcome everyone to another 
DAAYTA edition.  

Congratulations to all the young entrepreneurs who 
made it to the final round of this year’s programme. Your 
participation in the last six months is a demonstration 
of your diligence and perseverance, qualities which 
will prepare you for the journey ahead. I am excited 
because you have the opportunity to transform your 
passion into viable businesses, an opportunity that a 
lot of people do not have.

Technology continues to play an important role in the 
way we work and interact with each other and the 
advances in technology have made it a lot easier to 
scale when you have the solution people want. You 
have demonstrated passion and your ideas are market 
oriented. Inspite of technological developments, 
the African Continent is still behind the curve, which 
presents you the opportunity to make an impact. 
Therefore, be bold; take hold of the DAAYTA experience 
to launch into a world of possibilities.  

At the end of the Pitch Day, the judges will select one 
start-up that will go home with the ARM DAAYTA Award. 
However, all our finalists will remain a part of the ARM 
Alumni Network and we will continue to look out for you 
as you build your businesses. 

I thank our DAAYTA Alumni that volunteered to 
advise and encourage the new finalists. Fostering 
collaboration and promoting impact within the DAAYTA 
Alumni Network and the broader ARM start-up network 
is our focus, and we are committed to supporting the 
start-ups in our ecosystem to become unicorns.  

In this fifth edition of the DAAYTA initiative, we are 
proud of the achievements of the start-ups that have 
participated. We remain committed to developing 
young entrepreneurs that will transform our nation 
and indeed make an impact on the continent. To 
further this objective, we have this year, introduced the 
DAAYTA Alumni Impact Award to reward start-ups in 
the network for their continued commitment to their 
vision of profit and impact. 

I thank all our supporters, the ARM Alumni Network, ARM 
Staff, our programme coordinators, coaches, advisers, 
media partners, our strategic partner, TechnoVision 
(TVC Labs), and our judges and panelists that selflessly 
contribute their time and resources towards delivering 
an impactful yearly programme.  

I look forward to yet another exciting and impacting 
DAAYTA 2023! 

We remain committed 
to developing young 

entrepreneurs . . .
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About
DAAYTA

Who is Deji Alli 

The Deji Alli ARM Young Talent Award (DAAYTA) was 
inaugurated by ARM Investment Managers in honor 
of its founding CEO (Deji Alli) in 2015. It was created to 
promote lifelong learning by helping smart and young 
Nigerian graduates and undergraduates bring their 
ideas to life. The principal objective of the initiative is 
to identify suitable participants with innovative ideas 
that have a positive impact on people’s lives and tackle 
specific challenges in their communities by proposing 
practical solutions with a credible business plan for a 
profit-making venture that could generate significant, 
measurable, and sustainable social impact.

The winner of the award receives a N12 million grant 
broken down as: 

• N2,000,000.00 (Two Million Naira) (“Education Grant”) 
budgeted to cater for the cost of their enrolment 
and study in an Entrepreneurial Management 
Programme at the Pan Atlantic University Enterprise 
Development Centre, Lagos. 

• N5,000,000.00 (Five Million Naira) caters to an 
accelerator programme (“Acceleration Grant”) for 
the start-up, and  

• N5,000,000.00 (Five Million Naira) (“Funding Grant”) 
stands as direct funding towards the growth of the 
start-ups Minimum Viable Product (MVP).

Following the pilot edition of the programme held 
physically in 2015 at FourPoints by Sheraton, we’ve 
successfully run four (4) editions since 2019, providing 
opportunities for young entrepreneurs across Nigeria’s 
start-up-Ecosystem, whilst nurturing a strong DAAYTA 
Alumni pool and network. The winning entry in 2015 
was NovaChat Technologies, an innovative mobile 
application designed to provide consultation solutions 
to customers in the pharmaceutical industry. 

In 2019, Wesabi Solutions and Network (Sanni Ifedolapo 
Murtala), a website, mobile app and USSD platform that 
provides trusted and skilled artisans for home repairs 
and installations emerged the winner at the DAAYTA 2019 
finalists pitch event. Other winners include The Paper 
Packaging Company Limited (Eferobosa Oguegbu – 
DAAYTA 2020), Scrapays Technologies Ltd (Tope Idris 
Sulaimon – DAAYTA 2021), and D-Olivette Enterprises 
(Tunde Adeyemi, DAAYTA 2022).

TechnoVision Communications Limited, a project 
management consulting company with extensive 
experience in the Nigerian early-stage entrepreneurship 
ecosystem has been our partner in managing and 
coordinating the DAAYTA programme.

Deji is the Chairman and CEO of Mixta Africa 
SA. Prior to this, he served as the founding 
CEO of Asset & Resource Management 
Company Limited (ARM), a role which he 
stepped down from in July 2015. Deji’s career 
also spans Prudential Portfolio Managers 
Limited, UK and the African Development 
Bank. He holds a bachelor’s degree in 
Accounting and a Postgraduate degree in 
Finance from the University of Lagos, Nigeria. 
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About
Asset & Resource Management 
Holding Company Limited (ARM)

ARM, a leading Nigerian diversified and integrated asset 
management group, was established in 1994. 

We specialize in offering wealth creation solutions and 
opportunities through a unique blend of traditional asset 
management, real estate, and alternative investment 
services to retail, high net worth, and institutional investors. 
With a reputation for quality research, investment 
expertise, and value-added services, we have earned the 
trust of clients locally and internationally for over two and  
a half decades.

Throughout our history, we have strategically positioned 
ourselves to capitalize on growth opportunities within Africa 
and major international markets on behalf of our clients.

Our disciplined and consistent approach to investment 
management has not only helped us maintain long-term 
relationships with our clients, but also attract and retain 
top talent.

At ARM, we recognize that our people are our most valuable 
asset. They are the cornerstone of our ability to serve our 
clients, and as such, we invest significantly in identifying 
exceptional individuals, developing their skills, and creating 
an environment that fosters their growth as leaders. We 
embrace entrepreneurship and innovation at all levels, 
as we believe they are key to nurturing high-quality and 
committed professionals.

Currently, ARM manages total assets of over N1.8 trillion and 
serves over 1 million clients. We continue to consolidate our 
businesses and drive innovation through various initiatives, 
including our corporate accelerator program, the ARM Labs 
Innovation Program, and the ARM Labs Lagos Techstars 
Accelerator Program, run in partnership with global 
accelerator firm Techstars. Our headquarters are located 
in Lagos, Nigeria, with offices spread across the country.
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About
TechnoVision
Communications LLC

TVC Labs is an entrepreneur support organization 
providing Strategic & Operational assistance to 
innovative early-stage African start-ups through 
a well-designed mentorship program that helps 
founders reach their full vision. TVC provide two (2) 15-
week mentoring sessions annually for Nigerian start-
up founders who are starting to get their start-ups 
product to market. We use a mentor-led approach 
to identify suitable African founders that are creating 
innovative technology-led solutions with high impact 
and co-invest with other angels.

We provide strategic Advisory services by providing 
time based (1-3 hours per month) project specific 
services to the start-ups over a fixed 12-month period 
compensation by shareholding in the start-up.

We support innovative founders who are using 
technology-enabled innovation to solve profitable 
high impact problems by building companies that can 
scale. We invest in tech-enabled start-ups with ticket 
sizes from $25k to $500k and provide management of 
start-up portfolios with access to the strategic advisory 
support services.  

Our vision at TVC Labs is to find, fund and follow 
innovative African founders building start-ups that 
have commercial and social impact on the continent 
and beyond.
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by Jumoke Ogundare
Foreword

Nurein Akindele Capt Natima Opuiyo  Michael Osumune Olayinka Iyinlakan 

Israel  Ajayeoba Peter  Ayeni Ibrahim Mudathir 

2023
The Finalists
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Finalists

Business Summary

CDIAL is a social impact company utilizing Artificial Intelligence to 
digitize indigenous languages and localize digital platforms to provide 
accessibility for 1 billion Africans. 

We have developed two viable products that allow individuals, businesses 
and organizations to expand their reach to newer audiences and users.

These solutions are our turnkey interpretation and translation API used 
for real time conference interpretation and translation of documents 
to over 10+ languages. The second product is the world’s first intelligent, 
multi-lingual, voice-activated smart keyboard available in hardware and 
software. Our keyboard is a fusion of alphabets and special characters 
that enables communication in 160 languages across the world.

Business Summary

Moon Innovations designs, develops, and manufactures the solar smart 
inverter system which is a single-box solution that provides low-mid income 
households and businesses with solar electricity, Wi-Fi internet access, 
and AI-enabled security surveillance with a mobile application to remotely 
monitor and control this system from anywhere in the world. It also includes 
an intruder system which can be triggered via the mobile application if an  
intruder is detected.

Moon Innovations aim to accelerate sustainable and smart living policies in 
Nigeria using technology. 

Artificial Intelligence/ IOT , ICT Clean Technology & Energy, Artificial Intelligence, ICT 

Olayinka 
Iyinlakan 

Michael 
Osumune 

Cdial Limited Moon Innovations 

34 years old 35 years old
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Finalists

Business Summary

We are the inventors and designers of the state-of-the-art Q-BOX Noise 
Control Systems. We Set the pace by inventing the first and only commercial 
generator noise control system in Africa. 

Q-box 1 SERIES was launched officially on the 5th July 2021, with our factory in 
port Harcourt, Nigeria and distribution branches Nationwide. 

Q-BOX 2 SERIES was launched 31st AUGUST 2022 with over 38,000 messages 
on Instagram alone. We have invested heavily in technology to solve Africa’s 
biggest noise pollution in accordance with the U.N MDGs on the environment. 

Please partner with us to make peace with the environment

Business Summary

Sakula is a bio-packaging company addressing the plastic 
pollution crisis in Nigeria. We provide sustainable packaging 
solutions for businesses and decentralize plastic waste aggregation 
with technology.

We are driven by innovation and the (near) future of alternative 
materials in packaging. 

Clean Technology & Energy, Constr & Manufac

Nurein 
Akindele 

Sakula Limited 

Construction & Manufacturing

Capt Natima 
Opuiyo

Natibo Technologies Nigeria Limited 

32 years old 28 years old
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Business Summary

Strich is an accounting and payments app for the 50 million 
underserved Stores in Africa. We are a neobank for these businesses 
to manage inventory, track bookkeeping, and accept payments fast. 

Peter 
Ayeni 

Strich, Inc. 

Business Summary

ThinkBikes is a Nigerian company that provides affordable, clean, and 
sustainable transportation solutions for small businesses. Our electric 
cargo bikes are powered by batteries, making it ideal for transporting 
perishable goods. Our bikes are available for ride-sharing and leasing 
through a mobile app and IoT technology. ThinkBikes aims to address the 
transportation challenges faced by small businesses in Africa, reducing 
food loss and waste, and promoting equality for women smallholder 
farmers. The company has already made a significant impact and has 
been recognized for its innovation and sustainability efforts.

Finalists

Clean Technology & Energy, Green Transportation Business services, Financial services / Banking 

Israel 
Ajayeoba

ThinkBikes Limited 

25 years old 22 years old
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Business Summary

Over 90% of schools are not able to offer students quality tech education due to the lack 
of tools, resources and infrastructure. 

Hence, Stackjunior partners with schools and educators to help them equip their students 
with cutting-edge tech skills. Through AI- assistance, we create online, animated and 
gamified video classes that teach tech skills to students.  

We also provide schools and their students with on-demand mentorship and 
Infrastructure support (i.e Learning Tablets and Internet Subscriptions) so that using our 
platform will be an easy plug-and-play system with no need for specialized teachers, all 
at an affordable price. 

Upon completion of our curriculum, students become fully equipped with tech skills such 
that they can take up tech gigs, internships, jobs or build innovative solutions to problems. 

Ibrahim 
Mudathir 

Finalists

ICT, Educational Technology 

StackJunior 

28 years old
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by Jumoke Ogundare
ForewordThe Panelists
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Judge

Dr Ndidi Nnoli-Edozien is a board member of the IFRS 
Foundation’s International Sustainability Standards 
Board. In 1999, she founded the Growing Businesses 
Foundation and in 2019 the Circular Economy 
Innovation Partnership.

She was the pioneer Chief Sustainability & Governance 
Officer at the Dangote Group from 2017 till 2020 where 
she initiated and operationalized sustainability at 
Africa’s largest business, for which she was recognized 
as the 2020 Sustainability Executive of the Year by 
Cemex Africa. Immediately prior, she served as 
faculty responsible for sustainability, ethics and social 
entrepreneurship at Lagos Business School, Pan-
Atlantic University.  

She is a co-founder of the ToroNet Association, 
Geneva, which is a blockchain and stable coin solution 
to enable financial and digital inclusion in Africa. 

She served as the Co-Chair of the German Research 
Group, Frankfurt-Hohenheimer Leitfaden, based 
on which she commenced development of her 
SevenPillars Methodology in 2006.

She became Associate/Fellow of the University of 
Edinburgh in 2019, and also member of the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) Stakeholder Council and the 
Nigeria Integrated Reporting Committee. She served 
as founding  Co-chair of the Private Sector Advisory 
Group (PSAG) on SDGs, linked to the Global PSAG-UN 
SDG Fund and inaugurated by the Nigerian Presidency 
in 2017.

She holds a B.Sc. (Economics), International Relations 
from London School of Economics & Political Science 
(LSE) and a Ph.D. in Sustainability & Governance, 
Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, Frankfurt.

She is an alumnus of Wharton Business School and has 
attended executive programs at INSEAD and Judge 
Business School, Cambridge. She has published books, 
serves on several non-profit and social enterprise 
boards, and has made it her life mission to support 
Africa’s renaissance.

Dr Ndidi Nnoli 
Edozien 
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Judge

Sadiq is currently the Deputy Group CEO of ARM Group 
and prior to that was the Managing Director of ARM 
Pension Managers (PFA) Limited between 2011 and 
2014. 

Previously, at different points he served as the Chief 
Operating Officer (COO) of ARM Group and the 
Managing Director in charge of ARM’s Proprietary 
business, overseeing the development of notable 
projects such as the Lekki Road Concession 
Project (LCC), Fara Park & Beechwood Property  
Developments, etc.

He was at Arthur Andersen Nigeria (now KPMG 
Professional Services) before joining ARM in 1996. 

Sadiq is an Industrial Chemistry graduate of Abubakar 
Tafawa-Balewa University and a Financial Risk 
Manager (FRM) Charter holder & a Fellow of the Global 
Association of Risk Professionals (GARP) and earned a 
dual Executive MBA from Carnegie-Mellon University & 
the University of Geneva in 2006.

He is an alumnus of HBS’ Advanced Management 
Program (AMP).

Sadiq currently serves on the boards of ten (10) ARM 
Group of companies, the Moorhouse Hotel, and was 
reappointed to the Board of FMDQ Holdings and FMDQ 
Clear Limited (as Chairman).

Over the last few years, Sadiq had served on the 
Boards of Lekki Concession Company (LCC), Newrest 
ASL as well as serving as the Chairman of the Pension 
Operators (PenOp) TechnicalCommittee for 2 terms 
and had also previously served at different occasions 
as the Chairman of the Investment Management 
Subcommittee of the Capital Markets Committee 
(CMC) and as a member of the following FGN 
Committees: FGN Committee on Infrastructure and 
the FGN Committee on drafting a Code of Conduct for 
Capital Market Regulators.

Sadiq Mohammed
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Judge

Victor Asemota is an African technology entrepreneur 
turned investor and advisor. He serves currently on 
boards at PlaceFund (formerly Omidyar Property 
Rights Initiative) and on the advisory board of IBM’s 
Hyperprotect (information security and cloud) 
global startup accelerator. He also serves on  
several startup boards.

He volunteers on several community projects that 
build up the African technology ecosystem. 

He is the continental manager for Africa of the Interaction 
Design Foundation and a global startup mentor for 
the past 5 years on Google Launchpad Accelerator  
(now Google for Startups).

He is actively investing in tech locally and he is a 
partner at two venture capital firms - AnD Ventures 
and Alta Global Ventures. 

He is an early Angel investor in some of the most 
successful African startups like Flutterwave where he 
is also an advisor.

Victor Asemota
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Judge

Folasade is an investment professional with over 25 
years of supporting businesses from large Corporates 
listed on the stock exchange to Private Companies as 
well as Start-ups on funding raising, inorganic growth 
and corporate restructuring.

She is a Partner in the Law Firm of Jackson Etti & Edu and 
specialises in Private Equity, Mergers and Acquisition, 
Capital Markets, Banking and Finance and Tax.

She is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Taxation 
and sits on the Legal and Regulatory Committee of 
the African Venture Capital Association. 

She has served as Project Co-ordinator and now 
Member of the Steering Committee of the Presidential 
Enabling Business Committee in relation to the 
Omnibus Bill on Ease of Doing Business.

Fola is regarded as a Leading Lawyer by the 
International Financial Law Review and is highly 
recommended in her areas of specialty by  
Chambers Global. 

She serves as a Non-Executive Director of Riscura 
Solutions Nigeria Limited (a valuation and actuarial 
specialty company in the private equity space) 
amongst others.

Folasade Olusanya
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Judge
Kola is a seasoned Investor, Entrepreneur, Non-Executive 
Director and company Chair, passionate about seeing 
start-ups grow. He is the General Partner at Ventures 
Platform fund - a leading Pan African Early-Stage Venture 
Capital Fund. He brings demonstrable success from 
leading investment in over 90 companies in Africa, India 
and the US, including payments companies such as 
Paystack.

Recognized as an entrepreneur, technology operator and 
investor with vast experience working in Africa’s most 
significant economic market, he brings expertise across 
several sectors, including venture capital, technology, 
media, agriculture, infrastructure, publishing and real 
estate and a substantial interest in the arts.

Through Ventures Platform Foundation, he works on 
advocacy, research and social impact initiatives that 
support youth entrepreneurship, civic engagement and 
innovation. He is the Founder of Ventures Park – a network 
of artsy innovation and co-working spaces.

He is a Tutu Fellow and a mentor with various programs, 
including -  XL Africa, the World Bank Accelerator and 
Google Launchpad Accelerator. He is also a board member 
and advisory board member of various organisations 
ranging from ARM Financial Advisers, Iron Global Markets 
and Reliance HMO a - to name a few. Kola is a passionate 

art patron, chairs the advisory board of the Yemisi Shyllon 
Art Museum and is a member of the  Africa Acquisitions 
Committee(AAC) of the Tate Museum.

Kola studied Electrical Engineering and then secured a 
Master’s in Business Administration degree specialising 
in Finance. He has received further education from 
Berkeley University, Harvard University, and the 
Lagos Business School.

Kola is passionate about mentoring and 
advising young entrepreneurs who are creating 
solutions for mass underserved -markets. This 
has put him on many stages, both locally and 
internationally, where he has delivered speeches, 
lectures, and talks on technology, entrepreneurship, 
social change, and various other topics. He gave a 
[TED talk at TEDxEuston](https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UFrRm7G1CQk&t=18s) where he spoke on the 
topic “Who will own our future unicorns?”.  He was also a 
speaker at [Techcrunch’s first event in Nigeria, Techcrunch 
Startup Battlefield Africa 2019](https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=iy-8XoSdgcY).

In his spare time, he enjoys writing on topics he’s 
passionate about in his blog or on Twitter, reading books 
and spending time with his family.

Kola Aina 
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Judge

An accomplished professional with over 18years 
industry experience in building digital commerce & 
mobile financial service platforms across a variety 
of verticals, including Fintech, WealthTech, and 
PropTech. He has led the development of innovative 
platforms that facilitate Fraud Management, 
eCommerce, Agency Banking, Mobile Financial 
Services and Alternative Payment Methods across 
different markets in Africa.

He has established a strong reputation for fostering 
collaborative relationships and executing on digital 
and data driven strategic initiatives in large complex 
environments. He has also demonstrated an ability 
to lead cross-functional teams in the ideation, 
development, and launch of successful digital 
payment products.

Currently the Group Director of Digital 
Transformation at ARM Holding Company, he is 
overseeing the execution of the Group’s Retail & 
Digital Transformation Strategy, helping the seven 

subsidiary companies in the Group drive their 
business model evolution. His responsibilities at 
ARM also includes overseeing the operations of two 
venture building programs that are run under the 
ARM Labs brand that includes an incubator and an 
accelerator program focused on African Fintech 
and Property Tech startups. 

Ina sits on the Advisory Board of the Pan African 
Women Empowerment Network (PAWEN) a capability 
development not-for-profit organisation with a 
focus on leadership and economic empowerment of 
African women. He is also a member of the Advisory 
Board of the Fintech Centre at the University of East 
London and was admitted into the community as 
RDSBL Industrial Fellow at Royal Docks School of 
Business and Law.

Ina Alogwu
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by Jumoke Ogundare
ForewordProject Team
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Program Sponsor
Uche Azubuike is a a results-oriented individual with 
a deep understanding of industry dynamics and 
decades of experience leading organisations to 
achieve their strategic objectives.  

She currently sits on the Board of Riparian Farms 
Limited (RFL) to execute ARM’s Agribusiness initiatives 
and Labs by ARM, an accelerator created to tap into 
innovation and creativity in the Fintech space.

She also serves as the Chairman, Advisory 
Committee of Lakowe Lakes Golf and Country 
Estate; an exclusive 18-hole golf course with a luxury 
resort-like estate located within the Lekki Peninsula 
area, Lagos, Nigeria. She has a proven track record 
of driving growth, leading high-performing teams, 
and delivering exceptional results in Human capital 
management, Fintech/Startup administration, 
Agribusiness, and procurement and administration. 

In her role as the Managing Director, ARM 
Academy. she implements the Academy’s strategy, 
establishing autonomy for the Academy as a self-
funding entity, identifying and enabling local and 
international strategic partnerships, providing 
oversight of academic activities to maintain a 
rigorous academic environment and improve the 
Academy’s reputation and standing in Nigeria 
and across the African continent. She leads the 

development and delivery of excellence in teaching, 
research, scholarship, and knowledge transfer 
to provide an exciting learning environment and 
enhance the quality of student experience. 

As former Head of the Human Capital Management 
and Administration Unit of ARM, Uche contributed 
immensely to the sustained growth and 
development of Human Resource Management in 
the organization.

She translated the strategic and tactical business 
plans into HR strategic and operational plans. She 
developed, organized, implemented, directed, 
and evaluated the organization’s human resource 
function and performance. Uche also oversaw the 
expansion of the Company’s staff strength from a 
total of 12 to over 750 staff members nationwide.

She’s passionate about entrepreneurship, learning, 
business strategy, leadership, project management, 
change management, social impact, and mentoring 
of young people. 

Before joining ARM, Uche worked with VT Leasing 
from 1990 to 1996 where she served in various 
capacities. Uche has a BA English Language from 
the University of Maiduguri and Master’s in Industrial 
Labour Relations (MILR) from the University of Lagos.

Uche Azubuike
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Program Director
Harry ‘Tomi Davies (TD) is Collaborator-in-Chief 
(CiC)’ at TVC Labs, an entrepreneurship support 
organisation in Lagos, Nigeria which he founded. 

He is also Chief Investment Officer (CIO) at 
Greentec Capital Partners, Frankfurt, Germany, a 
venture capital firm focusing on Africa.

TD is co-founder of the Lagos Angel Network (LAN), 
Chairman of Diaspora Angels Network (DAN) and 
ccHub Syndicate, founding President of the African 
Business Angel Network (ABAN) and board member 
of the Global Business Angel Network (GBAN).

After graduating from the University of Miami 
in 1982, TD led innovative technology-enabled 
transformation initiatives for influential global 
brands such as Elf Aquitaine, Marks & Spencer, 
Ernst & Young and Sapient across Europe, the 
United States and Southeast Asia.

In 2000, his focus shifted to Africa where he 
worked on various technology-led innovation 
initiatives in Nigeria, South Africa, Ghana and 
Kenya using his goal-oriented approach to 
project delivery which inspired his 2014 book  
“The African Project Manager”.

TD is Chairman of TextNigeria (Telecoms) and Non-
Executive Director at MBO Capital (Private Equity) 
and sits on the boards of Big Cabal Media (Media 
& Entertainment), Powerstove (Renewables) and 
Laptops4Learning (L4L) Nigeria (Edutech NGO). He 
also Chairs the Innovation Committee of the Lagos 
State Science, Research and Innovation Council 
(LASRIC) as well as the Innovation Support Network 
(ISN).

As a thought leader with insights gained from a 
growing portfolio of tech-enabled startup ventures 
originating from Africa, his personal goal is simply 
to ”Find, Fund & Follow to Fulfilment”, African 
founders that are using technology-enabled 
innovation to create economic value and social 
impact on the continent.

In December 2021, TD was named as one of the “100 
Most Influential Africans of 2021” by New African.

He can be reached at www.tomidavies.com and 
on LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram and Facebook as 
TomiDee. Tomi Davies
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Program Compère

CFA currently serves as the MD/CEO, Anambra 
State ICT Agency. Prior to this, he was presenter 
of Tech Trends on Channels and also a Punch 
Newspaper Columnist focused on technology 
and Innovation.

He currently serves on the board of Innovation 
Support Network (ISN) Hubs, a network of 100+ 
hubs and also serves as a Director, Nigeria 
Internet Registration Association (NiRA).

Chukwuemeka 
Fred Agbata ‘CFA’
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How did you find out about 
DAAYTA? 

Daayta is quite popular, and I 
have been seeing news about 
it for quite sometimes. I found 
the link to the last challenge on 
opportunitydesk.org  

How would you describe your 
DAAYTA experience? 

It was the best type of 
entrepreneurial development 
journey ever. I was able to learn 
from one of the best mentors in 
the world, and this has pushed 
us far beyond our expectation. 

Summarize the key benefits of 
DAAYTA 2022 to you, your team 
and the start-up 

• Improvement in our internal 
operations 

• Improvement in KPI and  
goal settings 

• More focus on what matters 

• Setting higher standards 
within the organization 

• Re-engineering the 
organization, from struggling 
to effective and goal-
oriented and more 

What advice do you have for 
the finalists of DAAYTA 2023? 

Follow the entire advice 
provided by Mr. Tomi Davies 
to the letter. Even if you don’t 
win the prize, you will see 
tremendous growth and 
change in your life and business 

What advice do you have for 
the winner of DAAYTA 2023? 

Give your 100% to the one-on-
one accelerator program; this 
is priceless than even the cash 
prize. 

Winner Tunde Adeyemi

Winner, DAAYTA 2022

Clean Energy and Technology

D-Olivette Enterprises

DAAYTA 2022
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The top 12
Entries for DAAYTA 2023

Cdial Limited 

Founder: 
Oláyínká Ìyìnọlákàn 

Lockbook Limited 

Founder: 
Kehinde Israel 

Sakula Limited 

Founder: 
Nurein Akindele 

Strich, Incorporated 

Founder: 
Peter Ayeni 

Boomerx 

Founder: 
Ismail Ajagbe 

Legitron Ltd 

Founder: 
Vincent Okeke 

Stackjunior 

Founder: 
Ilyas Muyiwa 

Natibo Technologies Nig Ltd 

Founder: 
Capt Natima Opuiyo 

Kreateng Africa 

Founder: 
Oladele Dada 

Moon Innovations 

Founder: 
Bashir Abubakar 

Thinkbikes 

Founder: 
Israel Ajayeoba 

Shortkode Technologies Limited 

Founder: 
Prosper Ukachi 
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Project Team
Agenda

• National Anthem

• Welcome Address

• History of DAAYTA

• Introduction of Judges & Finalists

• Pitches

• Deliberation and Collation of Results by Judges

• Announcement of Winners

• Vote of Thanks

• Virtual Photographs

Names Role

Uche Azubuike Project Sponsor 

Tomi Davies Programme Director 

Mayowa Ojuri Programme Manager 

Odunayo Olowe Programme Coordinator 

Segun Ojuri Programme Resource 

Igbagbo Ilori Programme Resource 

Adeleye Adewusi Programme Resource 

Ethan Okwara Programme Resource 

Ubi Torsam Programme Resource 

Wakezhi Abama Programme Resource 

Marvelous Raphael Programme Resource 

Kayode Adewunmi Programme Resource 

Oluwatayo Oshanimi Programme Resource 

Jacqueline Adefeso Programme Resource 

Moradeke Odugbesan Programme Resource 

Toyin Zakari Programme Resource 

Dare Omole Programme Resource 

Nehizena Ibhawoh Programme Resource 

Damilola Ogedengbe Programme Resource 
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by Jumoke Ogundare
Foreword

The DAAYTA initiative is in line with ARM’s commitment to 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) with the aim of building a 

generation of innovators, working together to build a better future.


